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Insurers face the challenge of creating better
health outcomes with higher efficiency in a
24%

health system shocked by the pandemic. Virtual
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care, personalized health recommendations,

+ £ 650.24

35%

and behavioral incentives can bring much

last month

needed improvement for members.

Travel Insurance

Protecting Home
+ £ 250.00

Healthcare
last month

+ £ 350.30

Better care without
seeing the doctor
In a system already strained by high costs and too
few doctors and nurses, the pandemic pushed
innovation to the top of the agenda. With visits to
My policy

medical facilities discouraged, insurers have the
opportunity to step up and provide solutions for

Emma Kim

virtual care, personalized health advice and
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encourage the right behavior through digital
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News and Updates

£ 1,375

£ 1,375

See all

engagement. At the same time insurers should
optimize claims processing to improve the
customer experience, reduce costs, and shorten

PAY NOW

turnaround times. Regardless of what insurers
want to prioritize, a smarter data-driven approach
is essential.
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Introducing
Northstar for Health
Insurance
FintechOS Northstar is our data-driven

with the customer entering data, our customer

digital-on-top platform for insurance that lets you

journeys include complete process management

build smarter policies, better customer

that is tightly coupled to customer data. This leads

experiences, and more personalized experiences.

to a better experience for the customer and better

Northstar empowers health cover providers to

decisions for the provider.


create value quickly through pre-built functionality
and low-code innovation. 


Northstar includes policy management and claims
management functionality. The Product Catalogue

Northstar is designed to build end-to-end customer

enables rapid product development through

journeys for processes such as onboarding, claims

configuration and low-code, allowing cross-

and other customer interactions. This doesn’t stop 


functional teams to prototype and innovate free

Partners

Employees

Agents and

Customers

Bro

kers

-

Third parties

Engagement Channels

Partners

Contact Center

IoT Devices

Portals

Mobile

API Gateway

Chatbots

J

Customer ourneys

Automation Bloc

ks

FintechOS Ecosystem


FintechOS Innovation

Hub

Studio
FintechOS Evolutive Data Core

Existing Systems

MI/BI systems
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Contact Center
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from coding and developers. The flexible and
modular architecture offers building blocks to
develop tailored propositions, significantly
reducing costs, risks and time to market.  

Benefits for Life
Insurance

Innovate to improve

Achieve customer

Speed up claims

health outcomes

centricity

processing

Use the flexibility of Northstar to

Organize your services around the

Replace inefficient business

build virtual care, personalized

customer and make it easier for

processes with seamless digital

advice, and behavioural

the customer to make a claim or

customer journeys to save time,

incentives. Learn what works and

find a provider.

effort, and money.

apply those lessons quickly.

of coverage

Modernize with  
less risk

Launch entirely new forms of

Improve your products and

coverage from policy

services with Northstar on top of

management to customer.

your current system of record.

Provide portals, and get to market

Northstar’s digital-on-top

quickly with our pre-built low-code

architecture allows you to

approach.

gradually reduce your reliance on

Launch new forms  

legacy systems. 
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Customer Journey
Customer data is an integral part of the FintechOS
Northstar platform, enabling data-driven customer
journeys and improvements in overall customer
experience

Claim

Claim

prevention

notification

Claim approval

Treatment

Automated

organization

settlement

Jelena uses a wearable

Jelena notifies their

Jelena’s claim is

Jelena selects a

The insurer digitally

provided as part of the

health insurer online or

analyzed, and fraud

preferred supplier with

receives the invoice for

policy to maintain an

by phone of the need for

checked before being

their medical

the treatment from the

active lifestyle.

treatment

approved in real time,

practitioner from a

medical facility, which is

or routed for triage

provider list.

automatically checked

Medical practitioner refers
Jelena to selected supplier

Jelena

and paid.
Excess is collected.

with copy to insurer.

Told she requires an
operation to fit a heart stent


Intuitive digital

Automated intelligent

to get checked after

front-end for customer

case management

wearable detects

to claim, or choice of

irregular heart activity.


in-person channel.


Push

notification issued

Automated fraud

Push

notification to

Automated processing

review approved

of client driven direct

facilities and

debit or credit

practitioners. 

payment.

detection
Automated data
analysis of health data

Digital

selection of

preferred supplier.

collected.
Medical practitioner
referral upload to claim
records in back office
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Life Insurance
solutions
Health Insurance Products

Policy Administration and Servicing 
Create new policies for individuals or groups with

Product list

policy creation, administration, and servicing in one
digital layer, powered by the flexibility of the
Northstar platform. 

Claims Automation 
Reduce the time it takes to resolve claims and
create a better experience from initial touch point
to resolution. Seamlessly interact with providers
and third parties while leveraging automation to
change focus from intensive manual administration
to delivering a superior experience. 

Quote & Bind Customer Journeys 
Create an end-to-end digital quote and apply

Health Insurance

journey for customers, agents and other channels.
Smart features such as biometrics, digital

Hi

, M i ke

Get your personalized
health insurance quote

document creation, video calls, and co-browsing
T RT APPLICATION

S A

will increase key performance metrics such as
customer satisfaction and conversion rates. 

Add customers

Customer Engagement 
Video calls

Omni-channel campaigns

Build a strong customer engagement to innovate
with prevention and behavioural data in integrated
Campaign list

A

DD NEW

Audience list

A

DD NEW

portals. Use FintechOS Customer 360 data and
digital campaigns to boost customer-centricity.
Customer
Property value

Customer
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What our customers
are saying
Digital Transformation with
FintechOS technology
Howden implemented FintechOS’s self-service
framework to accelerate the development of
powerful E2E insurance products by allowing
non-technical staff to create, test and operate
powerful omnichannel applications including
customer facing services.

“Using FintechOS has already helped us
improve the efficiency of a number of
high importance operations by more than
50%. The system not only allows us to
offer a great customer experience, but
we’re doing it faster, and we’re doing it
without errors.”

75% decreased sales cycle time
Raj Sakaria


50% increased operational efficiency

Director of Enterprise Architechture,  
Howden Group Holdings

100% digital omni-channel solution
65% improved customer experience
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Real ROI,  
for every team

Business Users

IT Teams

Northstar enables you to design

Northstar enables you to think beyond

personalized products and customer

managing your legacy infrastructure and

journeys to radically reduce

build a bridge to the latest technologies.

time-to-market. Update your existing

Support your business with true

offerings and design your own with our

innovation and focus on building new

Innovation Studio, reducing your reliance

value instead of maintaining out-of-date

on your IT department.

systems.

Reduce time-to-market
Personalize products
Create customer journeys  

Integrated data from  
existing infrastructure
Build customer journeys faster with
modular Automation Blocks
Benefit from ecosystem functionality
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Our platform
supports more than
40 clients all over  
the globe
We enable insurers of all sizes to become
customer-centric and create unparalleled customer
experiences.

Scan the code below or visit fintechos.com
to learn more about our low-code
omnichannel digital insurance platform.
For any additional inquiries,
please contact us at

marketing@fintechos.com

UK:
FintechOS powers financial institutions managing and administering
over a EUR 100 Billion in assets and we are constantly ranked among
the most important financial technology players. We are trusted by
Tier 1 Banks and top Insurance companies worldwide for our rapid
go to market solutions based on innovative customer centric
products.

Netherlands: WeWork, Weesperstraat 61-105

1018 VN Amsterdam
Romania:
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WeWork Marylebone, 119
Marylebone Rd, North West House,
Marylebone, London NW1 5PU

Oregon Park, Building C, 2nd Floor,
46-48 Pipera Road, 2nd District,
Bucharest, Romania
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